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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, everyone can create and publish news and information
anonymously online. However, the credibility of such news and
information are not guaranteed. To differentiate fake news from
genuine news, one can compare a recent news with earlier posted
ones. Identified suspicious news can be debunked to stop the fake
news from spreading further. In this paper, we investigate the advan-
tages of recurrent neural networks-based language representations
(e.g., BERT, BiLSTM) in order to build ensemble classifiers that can
accurately predict if one news title is related to, and, additionally
disagrees with an earlier news title. Our experiments, on a dataset
of 321k news titles created for the WSDM 2019 challenge, show that
the BERT-based models significantly outperform BiLSTM, which
in-turn significantly outperforms a simpler embedding-based rep-
resentation. Furthermore, even the state-of-the-art BERT approach
can be enhanced when combined with a simple BM25 feature.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the increasing popularity of social media, creating and sharing
information is no longer a privilege reserved for government and
news agencies. Anyone can freely create information and share
any content online. However, online information may not be fact-
checked before it is published and spread, which makes it easier for
misleading, malicious or false information to contaminate online
discussions. Such misleading or untrusted information is colloqui-
ally referred to as “fake news”. As time passes by, shared and spread
information may be debunked or shown to be false [17]. Therefore,
using other news stories to determine the truthfulness of a news
article is one of the possible ways to identify fake news.
However, comparing news with each other consumes both time
and effort, as hundreds of stories are created every minute (e.g., an
average of 1.7k blogs were posted on WordPress.com every minute
in January 20191). To help automate this approach and deploy it on
large-scale data, we propose to build an automatic classifier that
can identify the relationship between two news article titles. Such
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a task was the object of the recent WSDM Cup 2019 challenge2. In
the challenge, participants were asked to predict the relationship
between two Chinese news article titles. In particular, gitven two
news titles (tA and tB ), a system should classify if the second title
(tB ) agrees (tB talks about the same news as tA), disagrees (tB refutes
the news in tA), or is unrelated, to the first title (tA). Among these,
the disagreement relationship is the most important, since such
article pairs either contain fake news, or need to be fact-checked.
Effectively addressing the WSDM Cup 2019 task is the focus of
this paper. To do so, we build upon recent advances in recurrent
neural networks (RNN) for text processing. Moreover, we note that
this task is similar to natural language inference (NLI) in natural
language processing (NLP), where sentences are predicted to be
logically related or not. Recent NLI methods focus heavily on neural
networks (NN) (e.g., [9]). Similarly, we also draw parallels to the
task of learning semantic matching between queries and documents
(e.g. [1]). Interestingly, deep semantic approaches for this task have
been trained in a weakly supervised fashion using the classical
BM25 document weighting model [1], or have exhibited a benefit
when combined with BM25 [18]. Therefore, we propose to use the
ensemble RNN-based (i.e., BiLSTMs [4] and the state-of-the-art
BERT model [2]) classification methods together with BM25 repre-
sentation, in order to effectively classify the relationship between
two news titles written in Chinese.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold: by comparing
simple-embedding representations with BiLSTM and BERT, we
draw best practices in using RNN representations in classifying the
relationship of Chinese news titles; Secondly, we examine how the
traditional BM25 retrieval score can improve the performance of
state-of-the-art deep NN models.
2 RELATEDWORK
As an emerging challenge, identifying fake news is of both public
and scientific interest. Indeed, scholars are developing methods
to automatically identify fake news. These methods typically use
machine learning techniques to classify fake news among genuine
news. There are two aspects that scholars usually focus on when
training classifiers: feature engineering and model engineering.
For feature engineering, extracting features from a linguistic as-
pect is a commonly used approach. Aside from using a typical bag of
words (BoW) representation and TF.IDF scores [10], many scholars
also used other handcrafted features (e.g., Number of @, #, excla-
mation marks, first-person pronouns [6]). Deep syntactical analysis
approaches [8] are also useful in detecting fake news [3]. However,
these methods are often handcrafted and rule-based, where gener-
alisation is not guaranteed. As word embeddings (e.g., Word2Vec
approach [11]) have gained popularity for representing language,
classic word embeddings methods are widely used to obtain the
semantic information of terms in a linguistic manner.
2 kaggle.com/c/fake-news-pair-classification-challenge/
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Figure 1: The structure and components of our model.
The aforementionedmethods are either task-specific (e.g. TF.IDF
and POS are usually trained on the training set, instead of using
a large pre-trained model), or too general (e.g. Word2Vec, usually
trained usingWikipedia, may have differing term distributions com-
pared to the target dataset). Therefore, in this paper, we propose to
use both dynamic word embeddings (i.e., RNN related) methods and
a BoW method, to tackle the limitation of using only one method.
In terms of model engineering, traditional classifiers (e.g., sup-
port vector machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB)) are widely used.
Recent work leveraged the learning power of neural networks. Ma
et al. [10] showed that using a RNN with a Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) architecture, with only TF.IDF features, can outperform
SVM models with handcrafted features in classifying if a news
event, represented by a set of tweets, is fake or not.
However, previous researchers havemainly focused on analysing
single articles or tweets [6], or analysing a series of tweets in a
generic manner [10], without paying much attention to use the
debunking articles to aid the labelling of previous news. In contrast,
the recent WSDM Cup 2019 fake news challenge addresses match-
ing new articles with previously stored identified fake news. In
this challenge, the winning group, saigonapps3, used a BERT-based
language representation and handcrafted features to represent each
title pair; these features were then ensembled to produce the final
result, obtaining 88.2% accuracy. Similarly, we also build upon BERT,
but additionally contrast its use with other language representation
methods, from BM25 to BiLSTMs.
3 MODEL COMPONENTS
As highlighted in Section 1, this work is concerned with identifying
the relationship between two news titles tA and tB . In particular,
given two titles, the classifier f () should make a prediction as to
whether the titles are unrelated, agree or disagree, shown as follows:
f (tA, tB ) → {unrelated, agree, disagree} (1)
The decision of unrelated vs. (agree ∥ disagree) is that of identifying
relevance. We build upon standard text similarity approaches, as
well as customised classifiers, to determine if the ensembled models
can make the agree vs. disagree decision more effectively.
Figure 1 illustrates an outline of our approach, in four steps:
character-level tokenisation; representing terms and titles; similar-
ity calculations; classifiers and ensembles. Table 1 shows combina-
tions of various used representations of terms and titles, similarity
calculations and classifiers, leading to different models. The table
also lists the abbreviation names given to the resulting models.
For example, the ESC model uses an embedding layer to represent
terms, the BiLSTM layer to represent titles, subtraction similarity,
3 github.com/lampts/wsdm19cup
Table 1: Models and their components used in this work.
Abbr. Term/Title rep. Similarity Classifier
BL Emb-Concat Dot MLP (15 layers)
LR(BM25) BoW BM25 LR
ESM Emb-BiLSTM Subtraction MLP (2 layers)
ESC Emb-BiLSTM Subtraction CNN
EDM Emb-BiLSTM Dot MLP (2 layers)
EDC Emb-BiLSTM Dot CNN
BERT BERT - SoftMax layer
BSM BERT Subtraction MLP (2 layers)
BSC BERT Subtraction CNN
BDM BERT Dot MLP (2 layers)
BDC BERT Dot CNN
and the CNN classifier. Note that the ensemble models are not listed
in Table 1, but are denoted as model abbr. + BM25.
3.1 Terms and Titles Representation
Firstly, we use a text segmentation method to transform the titles
into series of tokens, as the WSDM 2019 Cup dataset is in Mandarin
Chinese (for which a number of segmenters are available). However,
in our initial experiments, we found that character-level segmen-
tation was the most effective, and hence we only report its results.
Once we have a sequence of tokens for each title, we represent
each token as a vector, which are then combined together to rep-
resent each title. Below, we describe the three methods (denoted
1(a), 1(b) and 2) used to combine token representations into a title
representation, where the resulting representation can be a vector
(using the BERT method) or a matrix (using the embedding layer
and neural network methods):
1. Embedding layer within a neural network (denoted as
Emb): Using an embedding layer represents discrete terms using
continuous vectors, which carry more meaningful information than
a one-hot encoding method. Indeed, using an embedding layer
within a neural network allows the vector representation of terms to
be adjusted to the current task, since the network learns to minimise
the loss on that task. The resulting embedding vectors represent
terms semantically, so that similar terms are closer to each other.
To represent titles, we add a layer after the embedding layer to
combine tokens into titles. We use two methods, namely:
1(a). Concatenating vectors vertically (denoted asConcat):
We concatenate the term vectors in a given title into a matrix, fol-
lowing the order of the occurrence of terms within the title, where
each row is a vector representation of a term.
1(b). Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM): LSTM is designed to cap-
ture the sequential features within an instance, and is commonly
used in NLP (e.g., [7]). However, LSTM is omnidirectional, and
hence does not consider future tokens [16]. To address this limita-
tion, we use BiLSTM with the embedding layer to generate a matrix
for each title, thereby capturing both the semantic meaning and
the two-way sequential information of the title terms.
2. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT): BERT is a bidirectional, and attention-based neural
network language representation model. In particular, it randomly
masks 15% of the words in the input data, and uses an attention-
based LSTM transformer to predict the masked words, which pro-
vides vector representations for the masked words. The title repre-
sentations are obtained by pooling the final layer of the BERT net-
work.We use a pre-trained Chinese model4 and perform fine-tuning
on our dataset, rather than training a model using our dataset.
4 github.com/google-research/bert
Table 2: Statistics of the WSDM 2019 Cup dataset.
Dataset # Unrelated # Agree # Disagree # Total
Training 198416 84626 7511 276025
Validation 8831 5406 291 14528
Testing 20897 8347 755 29999
3.2 Title Similarity
Using the representations obtained from Section 3.1, we measure
the similarity between two titles using the following three methods:
(1) Cosine similarity (denoted as Dot). Cosine similarity
measures the angle between two representations, which rep-
resent the orientation of the subjects between two titles [15].
(2) Vector Subtraction (denoted as Subtraction). As men-
tioned above, an embedding model is able to capture the
semantic information of terms. Therefore, we use a subtrac-
tion function between two titles’ representations to measure
the semantic distance. Note that although subtraction is not
a commutative operation, it is appropriate in this task, as the
relationship between tB and tA is an ordered relationship.
(3) BM25. BM25 [14] is a weighting model that is traditionally
used to score documents, given a query. Due to the need to
identify if titles discuss the same news event, we use BM25
to measure title similarity.
3.3 Final Classifiers & Ensemble
The outputs of the similarity are combined using two classifiers.
We compare using a multilayer perceptron (denoted as MLP) with
using a convolutional neural network (denoted as CNN) to classify
the relationship of two titles and to output the predicted class.
Finally, integrating BM25 directly into a NN is not practical, as
BM25 measures the relevance of titles at the title level, and the
inputs to the final stage of NN measures the relationship of two
titles at a character level. Therefore, we use a logistic regression
classifier (LR), which combines the BM25 score and the NN classifier
class posteriors of each title pair as input, to predict the relationship
between tA and tB . In particular, we choose LR because it performs
the best after testing other conventional classifiers (e.g. SVM, NB).
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experiments address two research questions, namely:
• RQ1: Which model is most effective in learning to accurately
predict the relationship between pairs of news article titles?
• RQ2: Does combining the BM25 relevance score with a NN
model improves accuracy in predicting the relationship be-
tween pairs of news article titles?
Dataset.We use the WSDM 2019 Cup dataset5, which is a col-
lection of human-written Chinese news title pairs, that are labelled
either unrelated, agree, or disagree. All the titles are pooled from
Chinese news providers or content creators. The size of the dataset,
along with the number of pairs in each class are listed in Table 2.
Tokenisation.We use the WordPiece segmenter (implemented
in BERT) to segment each Chinese title into characters. Note that
any English words in the titles remain as words. We remove the
stopwords before tokenisation. We trim each title to be exactly 45
5 kaggle.com/c/fake-news-pair-classification-challenge/data. Note that the training
data is used and separated into training, validation, and testing set, because of the lack
of ground truth for the testing data.
words/characters, in order to enhance the BiLSTM performance
(only 0.0003% of titles in the training set exceed this length).
Embedding.We apply a Siamese style [12] embedding layer in
all the neural network approaches (except models that use BERT for
representation), where each term is embedded into 128 dimensions,
and tA and tB share the same embedding layer.
BiLSTM. We use the Keras6 implementation of bidirectional
LSTMs, using 64 units for each layer, and a dropout rate of 0.01.
BERT. We begin with the BERT-Base Chinese model (12-layer,
768-hidden, 12-heads, 110M parameters). Following standard prac-
tice [2], we fine-tune the BERT model on the training dataset. All
other parameters remain at their recommended settings. Moreover,
when integrating the output of BERT into other classification meth-
ods, we remove its final SoftMax layer, except for the model denoted
“BERT” in Table 1, where we keep the final SoftMax layer.
Classifiers.We tune all of the hyper-parameters on the training
set. We use the Adam optimiser with a learning rate of 0.001, and
ReLU [13] as the activation function, for both the MLP and CNN
classifiers. For MLP, we use 2 layers with 64 and 16 units in each
respective layer. We use 32 filters, 3 kernels, and stride 1 for CNN.
We implement our models using the MarchZoo deep text match-
ing toolbox [5]7. We use the Sage solver, the L2 penalty, and a C
regularisation score of 10 for LR.
Baseline. We train a neural network with an embedding layer,
concatenate the words’ vectors in a title to be a 2D matrix, and use
Cosine similarity as the similarity function. Finally, we train a 15
layers MLP classifier as the baseline. We use this baseline to show
that representing titles using a BiLSTM model is more effective
than simply concatenating terms together.
Evaluation Metrics. We report accuracy, balanced accuracy
(BAC), precision, recall, and F1 scores as evaluation metrics.
5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To address the research questions presented in Section 4, we present
the results of our news title relationship classification experiments.
Table 3 presents the classification results of each model tested on
the test set. Note that our data is unbalanced, where the agree and
disagree classes are more important, but are smaller in size. There-
fore, we also report the BAC and the accuracy metrics of these two
classes, where the performances of models are measured separately.
Firstly, addressing RQ1, we evaluate the classification perfor-
mances of the Emb-BiLSTM models8. Table 3 shows that all of the
Emb-BiLSTM and BERT-related models outperform the baseline
model. They also outperform LR(BM25) in terms of both BAC and
accuracy on the agree & disagree classes. However, the BERT-based
models marginally outperform the Emb-BiLSTM models. We postu-
late that this is because learning an embedding on a small dataset
results in less/biased information for representing terms.
Meanwhile, we observe that EDC (accuracy of 0.789) outperforms
EDM (accuracy of 0.752) while ESC (accuracy of 0.703) outperforms
ESM (accuracy of 0.696). Moreover, EDM and EDC outperform
ESM and ESC, respectively. Therefore, for the Emb-BiLSTM-related
models, we conclude that the Cosine similarity performs better
than subtraction, and that using a CNN classifier performs better
than MLP. On the contrary, the performances of the two similarity
6 keras.io 7 github.com/NTMC-Community/MatchZoo/ 8 We test our models
on a portion of the training data, since the ground truth test set is not yet available.
Hence, we do not compare our results to the winning group in the WSDM Cup 2019.
Table 3: Classification scores . Bold denotes the best result in
the table. †† denotes that an ensemble model significantly
outperforms both the corresponding RNN/BERT model as
well as LR(BM25) (McNemar’s test, p < 0.01).
Model Acc BAC P R F1 AgreeAcc
Disagree
Acc
BL 0.632 0.692 0.71 0.62 0.67 0.712 602
LR(BM25) 0.758 0.544 0.80 0.76 0.77 0.794 0.006
ESM 0.696 0.704 0.77 0.70 0.72 0.763 0.665
+ BM25†† 0.765 0.736 0.80 0.76 0.78 0.783 0.678
ESC 0.703 0.715 0.78 0.70 0.72 0.791 0.656
+ BM25†† 0.778 0.743 0.81 0.78 0.79 0.800 0.686
EDM 0.752 0.779 0.82 0.75 0.77 0.847 0.729
+ BM25†† 0.762 0.782 0.83 0.76 0.78 0.879 0.804
EDC 0.789 0.758 0.83 0.79 0.80 0.809 0.687
+ BM25†† 0.779 0.760 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.828 0.756
BERT 0.885 0.735 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.822 0.458
+ BM25†† 0.875 0.815 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.858 0.697
BSM 0.863 0.825 0.88 0.86 0.87 0.877 0.736
+ BM25†† 0.851 0.847 0.88 0.85 0.86 0.892 0.826
BSC 0.859 0.816 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.873 0.717
+ BM25†† 0.856 0.823 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.877 0.804
BDM 0.763 0.657 0.81 0.76 0.78 0.657 0.497
+ BM25†† 0.770 0.665 0.82 0.77 0.79 0.796 0.499
BDC 0.851 0.815 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.877 0.715
+ BM25†† 0.845 0.826 0.88 0.85 0.86 0.886 0.767
Table 4: Two examples, where LR(BM25) model and BERT
model both give the wrong prediction, but the ensemble
model gives the correct prediction.
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methods used with the BERT-related models are the opposite of
that using Emb-BiLSTM (i.e., BSM/BSC outperform BDM/BDC).
One possibility is that, as a complex model to learn the represen-
tation of words, BERT obtains detailed information about them,
and the nature of the title representation models results in over-
fitting/under-fitting. We do not observe the same performances
with the MLP and CNN methods, as BSM outperforms BSC, but
BDC marginally outperforms BDM.
Of all the models presented in Table 3, the BERT model achieves
the best accuracy and F1 score. However, the BSM model achieves
the best BAC, as well as the best agree and disagree classes ac-
curacy. Therefore, in response to RQ1, we conclude that the BSF
model most accurately predicts the agree and disagree classes in
this Chinese news title relationship classification task.
Turning our attention toRQ2, Table 3 shows that the BSMmodel
ensemble with BM25 achieves the best BAC score (0.847), and the
best agree and disagree class accuracies (0.892 and 0.826, respec-
tively). Indeed, the BACs of all models increase when BM25 is
ensembled, but the accuracy scores do not increase consistently.
The observation of increasing BAC is particularly interesting, as
the BM25 model alone does not achieve a high BAC, but assists
other models to perform better for the smaller classes, namely, agree
and disagree. Indeed, Table 4 presents examples where both the
BERT model and the LR(BM25) model predict incorrectly, while
the ensemble model predicts correctly. Therefore, regarding RQ2,
we conclude that including the BM25 score does improve the per-
formance of using the RNN model-related classifiers, especially
improving the performance of the agree and disagree classes.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we addressed a core task needed for fake news detec-
tion as defined by the recent WSDM 2019 Cup fake news challenge.
In particular, we investigated various neural network-based rep-
resentations for detecting news title relationships. Our thorough
experiments showed that using BERT for text representation, using
the subtraction similarity method and MLP as the classifier pre-
dicted the agree and disagree classes the most accurately. Moreover,
when the RNN models are combined in an ensemble with the BM25
similarity, it results in significant improvements to the effectiveness
of all models. This finding suggests that a BM25 matching score can
aid RNN approaches, and ensemble methods can perform better
than each component used alone, arguably because BM25 can better
identify obvious similarities that are difficult for the RNN to learn.
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